A Framework for Environmental Social and Governance Considerations in Portfolio Design

From the eyes of a quant where ESG intersects with alpha beta separation.

It is often argued that the world is changing and that the impact of Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) issues could pose a significant risk or potential opportunity for pension assets. While this argument may well have merit, it rarely leads to actionable steps or clarity of direction. In some sense it is a call to arms against an unknown enemy. The inherent breadth and ambiguity of issues has resulted in the integration of ESG considerations into portfolio design remaining largely a philosophical push without clarity on the direct and indirect impacts on shareholder value.

This paper proposes a simple framework to consider the impacts of ESG issues with respect to their role in investment decisions. This framework allows ESG considerations to be disentangled and provides a clearer path for further investigation of the impact of good/bad ESG policies on shareholder value and how these considerations may be appropriately included in the investment decisions of both investors and fiduciaries.
A Framework- ESG Meets Alpha Beta Separation

Many Funds are currently trying to tackle ESG holistically, when a more effective approach may be to disentangle the issues. As such, we propose a framework that categorizes the key areas of ESG consideration by how they impact a fund's investment results. The simple exercise of viewing ESG consideration in a more segmented way explicitly allows recognition of the multiple facets to incorporation of ESG issues. It also allows for smaller advances towards more achievable goals than may be possible by embracing ESG as one amorphous challenge.

As a first step, we identify three distinct avenues by which ESG consideration may impact on fund investment performance.¹

1. **Systemwide changes in ESG management:** The impact on portfolio returns resulting from changes in ESG management on the economy as a whole.

2. **Company-specific changes in ESG management:** The impact on portfolio returns resulting from changes in ESG management of individual companies.

3. **Investing in ESG leaders:** The impact on portfolio returns of owning better run companies, or a return premium for ‘good’ ESG management.

In order to progress this framework, we further categorize each of these key areas as either "ESG Beta" (Systematic) or "ESG Alpha" (Idiosyncratic) impacts. While the idea of ESG Alpha and ESG Beta do not completely parallel their more traditional Alpha and Beta counterparts, there are many overlapping characteristics which allow for some useful and intuitive interpretations to be made. Consider the framework and classifications shown in Figure 1 that is discussed in detail in the remainder of the paper.

---

¹ This is not a statement that each of these categories has an equal or even positive impact on investment outcomes. Rather it is a representation of three areas which broadly capture the way funds are currently looking at ESG either explicitly or implicitly.
ESG Beta

ESG Beta is best described via the concept of a "universal owner." Superannuation funds both individually and collectively own a diversified portfolio of assets covering practically the entire capital market — that is, they own a share of the entire economy; they will benefit when the economy expands and suffer when it contracts. One very important implication resulting from this insight is that the majority of a fund’s returns are driven by market exposure or systematic risk. ESG Beta is about getting better risk-adjusted returns from that market exposure by removing inefficiencies and costs associated with poor management of ESG issues, thereby benefiting the collective investments of the fund.

This effect is termed "ESG Beta" because it does not require a fund to actively do anything to benefit from improved efficiency in the economy — it is the passive return from systematic ESG improvement. Also, in parallel to more traditional definitions of Beta, ESG Beta is about systemic changes, not changes in individual companies.

An implication of the systematic nature is that ESG Beta has more potential benefit to investors than ESG Alpha (on average) and funds will benefit just by being invested broadly in capital markets — so where’s the catch? Well, ESG Beta will not eventuate on its own, unlike more-traditional risk premia, which are a reward for taking systematic risk. ESG Beta bears no such systematic risk and instead requires improvement in systematic efficiency to gain reward and that can only come about through change; change in consumer behaviour, social attitudes, regulation, or even through the cumulative impact of investors’ influence on companies and the allocation of capital. While an individual fund does not necessarily have to participate in creating any of this change to benefit from the potential improvement it does require someone to pursue change.

The existence of an ESG Beta raises questions analogous to, and as complex as: "How much is the Equity Risk Premium?," "What is the potential magnitude of the benefits of ESG Beta?," "How much inefficiency can be removed from the system?," "What is the value of future growth that can be created or saved?" This is an area that will receive its due attention by the industry over time though its complexity and reach will undoubtedly lead to many competing views.

A Simplified ESG Beta Example

To clarify the idea of ESG Beta, consider the following example. Assume that the entire economy is represented by a mining sector, a food production sector and a manufacturing sector. The miners supply the inputs to the manufacturing sector, the food producers fuel the labor force and all three sectors consume the manufactured goods as a discretionary luxury. And a fund owns a share of each of these sectors.

If the miners pollute the land it may not hurt the business of the miner directly but it may have a flow-on effect. It may for example increase the cost to food suppliers who now have to deal with contaminated water that needs filtering. So the cost of food rises, which increases the cost of labor (fueled by this food). This in turn increases the cost of all goods (manufacturing, mining and food) and would lead to lower real demand in the total economy for manufactured goods (in our example this is like discretionary goods) which then has a flow-on multiplier effect to less demand for mining outputs. The net result is lower output from the economy and therefore diminished returns for the fund that is tied to that economy.

The argument for ESG Beta is that if improvement can be made to the efficiency of the mining company, although it may (or may not in the long term) create a direct cost for the miner, it would be to the benefit of the entire system through improved future economic output and thus an improvement to the fund’s returns. Such a change could come about through various means — possibly changes in consumer behaviour, explicit pricing of environmental impacts and ensuing competition within the sector or through change in regulation.

This example uses E but it can equally be argued for the S and G components of ESG. For example, removal of social costs may reduce the reliance on social security and thus may reduce taxation requirements. Also, improved governance may reduce the need and cost of regulation.
ESG Alpha

ESG Alpha, like the more traditional definition of alpha, is about seeking value through information advantages or improvement of underlying assets. Also like traditional alpha, it has to be a zero-sum game (before fees) relative to the benchmark. That means the argument for seeking ESG Alpha must be that you believe you can take money off someone else — for you to beat the benchmark, someone else has to under-perform it.

We distinguish between two forms of ESG Alpha. "ESG Change Alpha," which derives value from improvement in the underlying asset in order to create shareholder value; and "ESG Information Alpha," which seeks to capture a return premium through better use of available information — an ability to identify leading ESG management.

1. ESG Change Alpha
Creating company specific changes in ESG management to increase asset values

The fundamental concept underlying this category of ESG Alpha is that improvements in ESG management may result in reward to the company's shareholders. It is classified as ESG Alpha because it requires specific action on the part of the asset owners in order to capture any associated return. Also, like more traditional alpha, there is a cost associated with research as well as the execution of change through lobbying, proxy voting, management intervention, or other responsible ownership practices.

ESG Change Alpha covers a spectrum of actions that range from simply voting proxies on existing investments (which are held for more traditional reasons) through to seeking out companies with the direct intention of creating change in ESG behaviour as a core driver of future returns. This range of possible activities also aligns with a range of skills and cost required to execute such a strategy.

While the link between future stability and growth potential arising from better management of ESG by companies is intuitive, ESG Change Alpha is currently very difficult to assess in terms of its true impact on shareholder value. Specific examples of shareholder reaction to ESG changes certainly exist but it is not yet clear whether the market recognises and rewards improvement in ESG management on average.² Adding to the challenges for funds, it is also conceivable that the efficacy of ESG Change Alpha will itself change over time, as investor attitudes change and as externalities are more accurately priced through regulatory or market advances.³

2. ESG Information Alpha
Investing in ESG leaders — A return premium for ‘good’ ESG companies

The basis for this category of ESG Alpha is to more completely utilize available information and include ESG-related considerations into one's investment process, either as an adjustment to return or risk estimates for a company. It is based on the premise that companies that have better ESG practices tend to be better investments. Unlike ESG Change Alpha, ESG Information Alpha is reliant on selection of better managed companies and extracting a premium over time rather than actively creating change.

Many investors believe that ESG factors should generate alpha, and therefore should be incorporated into the valuation process for all investments. For this reason, the Information component of ESG Alpha often gets get the lion's share of attention from funds, yet it has the potential of being the least fruitful from an investment perspective. Here, we postulate some theories that may justify an investment case for ESG Information Alpha⁴:

- **Time horizon arbitrage:** In a world fixated on the short-term and where discount rates incorporate this short-termism, taking a longer term view of a company’s prospects may result in superior returns. This is an argument that ESG-related issues are outside of the time period of analysis for most investors.

- **Proxy for good management:** If management is capable of dealing with non-financial issues, then it may be better equipped to manage the full breadth of a company and more likely to surprise the market on the upside. For example petroleum companies that are looking at alternative sources of energy may be less likely to be hurt by a move to a carbon-free economy and may benefit by leading the way. Or, companies who protect their staff will likely retain them longer and have a more productive workforce without having to bear the cost of staff turnover.

---

² We note that the PRI and UNEP FI are currently commissioning a report under the Universal Owner Project which aims to demonstrate a clear financial and economic rationale for collective shareholder engagement on a range of issues that fall under the general area of economic externalities.

³ Another interesting aspect to consider is the regional variation in the viability of such a strategy. It is likely that Japanese companies who have high levels of cross ownership and employee shareholders would be less open to active intervention by outside shareholders than say in the UK where there is a well established mechanism for shareholder interactions.

⁴ While these investment cases may seem reasonable the evidence as to their validity is currently very weak at best and should be the focus of future research analysis.
• **Proxy for sustainability** and therefore a justification for higher multiples — Even in the absence of a clear market reward for superior ESG management, measuring a company’s ESG record may help to complement other company valuation tools and provide additional information as to the relative risks and appropriate valuations of otherwise similar companies (i.e., a company that is more sustainable is better value than an otherwise similar investment and deserves a higher multiple).

The major issue with this category of alpha is that it is highly susceptible to emotive example. It is very easy for a fund manager to tell a story about a company that has been punished because of poor treatment of employees and how it was possible to identify the risk. But the issue must be considered at a much higher level. For example, one should ask “on average are good ESG companies rewarded by the subsequent out-performance of their stock price? Or for every company with poor ESG management that gets punished, how many prosper?”

The problem for pursuers of ESG Information Alpha is that the investment community may already recognise the good and bad management teams, and already price this in. Intuitively there is no reason to be rewarded in a capital market for purchasing well managed assets — you should not expect additional returns when you are not taking on additional risk. Having said that, it is entirely possible that ESG information is not efficiently incorporated by the market and ESG Information Alpha may exist for those willing to do the work. The data and studies on this effect are mixed but there is clear room for improvement in the way they have been conducted and this is an obvious area for future research.

**Feedback Mechanisms**

One important difference between ESG Alpha and ESG Beta and their traditional counterparts is the existence of a feedback mechanism between ESG Alpha and ESG Beta.

1. **Alpha becomes Beta**

We noted that ESG Beta required changes at the systemic level to create value — one possible source of such change is through an accumulation of individual company changes, which may result from ESG Alpha seeking behaviour. In other words, although the alpha seeking strategies are a zero-sum game they can change the allocation of capital toward more efficient ESG companies and change the behaviour of company management. The combination of these effects can create ESG Beta.  

This may have an important implication on the tolerance funds have for the costs involved in seeking ESG Alpha. Funds may choose to participate in ESG Alpha seeking activities even if they believe there is a zero or even negative expected return to the alpha if they believe the positive impact on ESG Beta is large enough to compensate for the cost of actively pursuing alpha.

2. **Beta promotes Alpha**

It is also possible that the efficacy of ESG Alpha seeking strategies may be impacted by the evolution of ESG Beta. Many ESG Alpha strategies rely on market recognition of the importance of ESG considerations — either implicitly or explicitly. Thus as more market participants are forced to consider the implications of ESG issues, either through client pressure or through the development of markets such as carbon trading, then conditions may become more conducive to ESG Alpha strategies.

**Concluding Remarks**

The industry collectively needs to take a step back and consider the issue that should motivate ESG consideration: Do Environmental, Social and Governance issues impact shareholder value at either a company level or at the aggregate economy level? It is hoped that our ESG Alpha Beta framework helps clarify and structure attempts to answer this question and the resulting action plans for the inclusion of ESG considerations into portfolios.

The simple exercise of grouping goals and activities into either ESG Alpha or ESG Beta categories has the potential to provide intuitive insights and perspective. We have argued that the systematic component of ESG consideration or ‘ESG Beta’ should be the core component to any funds incorporation of ESG consideration. ESG Beta has the greatest potential benefit to fund returns on average and can simultaneously benefit all funds. Unlike ESG Alpha which is, by our definition, a zero-sum game on average. But we also argued that while ESG Alpha can not be the savior of the average fund, it may provide an avenue for additional return for a more active subset of the industry, while potentially helping all investors in the creation of ESG Beta through a positive feedback mechanism.

It is hoped that at the very least our discussion will spark some thought and debate on the topic and we welcome any feedback that may help to improve or evolve our thinking as we look to further our research in ESG issues.

---

5 Arguably the strength of the feedback mechanism and the resulting impact on ESG Beta is larger for ESG Change Alpha than for ESG Information Alpha as the feedback loop is more direct given explicit dialogue with company management.
One of the principles of the UN Principles for Responsible Investing (UNPRI) is “We will incorporate ESG issues into investment analysis and decision-making processes.” This principal can take many forms including approaching service providers and investment managers to incorporate ESG considerations into their service. Specifically when approaching investment managers on this topic we believe the framework provided can help investors more clearly communicate their needs to service providers.

When asking investment managers to consider ESG in their investment process provide them with some rational as to what you are trying to achieve. For example if you believe that ESG Beta is the component you are really chasing then state that explicitly. The best way to fight skepticism is to have a well-structured philosophy and be able to communicate (in this example) that you do not expect that either investing in good ESG companies or effecting change will add value at the company level or potentially even at the mandate level but that doesn’t mean we don’t want you to do it as we believe it has larger benefits to the portfolio as a whole through the removal of inefficiencies and with a timeframe beyond a typical investment horizon. That is pretty hard to argue with.

Understand where your managers’ core skills lie and try to align your needs with them. If you do believe ESG Alpha exists, are your managers better equipped to create change by communicating issues to management or are they only set up to deal with the outcome of management decisions after the fact? There is danger in forcing managers to change their process as it may reduce resources available to their core functions or may just result in your portfolio receiving less attention as it is ‘different’ to the rest of their book.

Of course you are not limited to your existing managers but you will be able to get more out of them and other potential candidates if you can communicate your needs clearly.
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